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Abstract— Gun jet drilling is a process that produce deep, 

straight hole in a variety of materials. A gun drill tool differs 

from a conventional twist drill by its unique head geometry; 

a standard gun jet drill has a maintain straightness. The result 

of this burnishing activity is very round hole with a very 

precision diameter. Gun jet drill makes it possible to produce 

close tolerance hole in cast iron, carbon and alloy steel, tool 

steel, It offers size location and straightness accuracy where 

critical tolerance are important in on operation at low cost, 

often eliminating one or more secondary operations, gun jet 

drilling offers the capability of burr-free holes and bottom 

forming of blind holes. An important fact about gun jet 

drilling is that it is highly repeatable process. Once the 

conditions are establish such as spindle speed, feed rate, and 

coolant pressure, gun jet drilling become a push button 

process independent. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Fig. 1: Gun jet Drilling 

Gun drilling makes it possible to produce close tolerance 

holes in cast iron, carbon and alloy steel (including stainless 

steel), tool steel, high temperature alloys, titanium, 

beryllium, copper, brass, and aluminum, as well as graphite, 

wood and plastic. It offers size location and straightness 

accuracy where critical tolerances are important in on 

operation at low cost, often eliminating one or more 

secondary operations, Gun jet drilling offers the capability 

of burr-free holes and bottom forming of blind holes, as well 

as entry into surfaces other than 90 degrees. Gun jet drilling 

is now widely used for short batch job shop work as well as 

high production setups. Applications range from the single 

hole component to those with many hundreds of holes. 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The attachment is fixed on a tool post and by removing tail 

stock on lathe machine we get larger space for moving of 

carriage. Here the work piece is rotating and drill bit is 

constant. When the work piece is start rotating in a chuck, 

and the drilling can be started the coolant is come inside 

from the drill. So that the drill life will be more and surface 

which will get smoother. The water which comes from the 

drill can be collect in a tank and can be used again by using 

DC motor. By using filter bag the water can be filter so that 

the chip cannot go inside the drill when we reused water. 

This process is generally same as deep hole drilling, where 

deep hole is required in harder material. 

 
Fig. 2: Working Principle of Gun Jet Drilling 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Torsten Blomberg, Sandviken; Lars 5,302,059 4/1994 

Fabiano. Sandberg, Uppsala, both of Sweden 

This paper presents an approach for drilling tool with 

internal cavities for chip removal with drilling tool includes 

the one piece drill body having axially spaced front and rear 

ends. The front ends includes pocket for receiving cutting 

inserts spaced by respective radial distances from a centre 

axis of rotation of a drill body. The present invention relates 

to a drilling tool for the chip-breaking machining of metallic 

materials, especially for so-called ejector drilling. However, 

it may also advantageously be used for so-called BTA-

drilling. It is known to use cutting inserts of cemented 

carbide for drills, Which inserts are fastened by mechanical 

fastening arrangements, the inserts being provided With one 

or more recesses in the chip surface for chip-breaking 

purposes. Such drills are, for instance, known from US. 

B. Fred R. Larson, Zeeland, (Oct. 19, 1999) 

This paper presents an approach that a short-hole drill bit 

and short-hole drilling method in which a drill bit has a 

unitary body With a substantially V-shaped flute and a 

support pad are provided. The unitary body has a shank 

portion and a Working portion. The flute extends axially 

along the Working portion, and defines a cutting edge and a 

passive edge at the body periphery. The support pad is 

located along a portion of the body periphery. The support 

pad is located With respect to the cutting edge based on 

normal cutting force and a tangential cutting force at the 

cutting edge. The resultant cutting force is directed at the 

support pad to cause the support pad to center the short-hole 

drill bit during operation. In conventional short-hole drilling, 
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at least two operations are required to form a hole With a 

strict tolerance. First, a typical drill bit is used to drill a hole 

having a diameter slightly smaller than the desired diameter 

of the final hole. Thereafter, a single or multi-point reamer 

is used to ream the drilled hole, increasing the diameter 

slightly, and making the final hole the desired size. 

C. Stefan Lindblom, Gavle (Feb 3, 2005) 

This paper presents an approach that an edge-carrying drill 

body intended for deep hole drilling, is rotatable around a 

central geometric axis and comprises a through-channel 

arranged for internal chip evacuation. The channel mouths 

in front and rear ends of the drill body. A front channel 

mouth is bridged-over by a bridge on Which a plurality of 

cutting edges are formed, Which edges are made integrally 

With the rest of the bridge. The front mouth includes inlets 

disposed in front of respective cutting edges With reference 

to the direction of rotation of the body. This invention 

relates to an edge-carrying drill body, Which is rotatable 

around a central geometric axis and comprises a through 

channel that is arranged for internal chip evacuation and that 

mouths in front and rear ends of the body. 

D. Takuji Nomura, Hyogo (April 7, 2011) 

This paper presents an approach for provided is a drill head 

for deep-hole drilling which does not generate such a disc 

that clogs a cutting chip discharge port when a head main 

body of the drill head penetrates a work material. The drill 

head is mounted with a central cutting blade tip at the head 

center portion so as for a blade edge thereof to be inclined 

downward toward the head center portion.The present 

invention relates to a drill head for deep hole drilling in 

Which a central cutting blade tip is mounted at a center 

portion, a circumferential cutting blade tip at a cir 

circumferential portion and an intermediate cutting blade tip 

there between While facing a cutting chip discharge port 

opened at a distal end surface of a head main body, and in 

Which an interior of a hollow portion thereof serves as a 

cutting chip discharge passage communicating With the 

cutting chip discharge port. 

IV. COMPONENT SPECIFICATION 

A. Hexagonal Attachment 

 
Fig. 3: Wire Frame Drawing of Attachment 

 Height = 180mm 

 Length= 25mm 

 Material=Mild steel 

B. Air Compressor 

 
Fig. 4: Air Compressor 

 Length- 1100mm 

 Width-550mm 

 Height-380mm 

 Pressure- 8-10 kg or bar 

C. Polyurethane Pipe 

 
Fig. 5: Polyurethane Pipe 

 Length- 2000mm 

 Outer Diameter- 8mm 

 Inner diameter-  4.5mm 

 Material-  Polymers 

D. Motor 

 
Fig. 6: D.C Motor 

 Type-D.C motor 

 RPM-50 

 Length-270mm 

 Breadth-150mm 

V. OBJECTIVES 

 Reducing the overall cost of the industry. 

 By reducing the production cost. 

 By reducing the transportation cost. 

 Reducing the working time. 

 Increasing the accuracy of work 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

 It can be use in Aerospace industries for hydraulics, 

landing gear components. 

 It can be use in Automotive industries for making hole 

in crankshafts, other components like lubrication holes 
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 It can be use in Oil drilling for long drill tubes, other 

parts for down hole applications. 

 It can be use in Earthmoving equipment for wheels, 

hydraulics. 

 It can be use in Marine industries for large propeller 

shafts, drilled out to save weight 

 It can be use in Medical industries for doing hole in 

bone screws, dental and surgical instruments. 

 It can be use in metal processing for heavy-wall or 

non-standard tubing made from bar stock, custom 

diameters reamed in standard tubing. 

 It can be use in plastic molding Industries for machines 

and moulds—heating/ cooling liquid passages. 

 It can be use in Power generation for heat exchangers, 

boilers. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Finally, in the conclusion, we can reduce transportation cost, 

reduce time, increase production by just making small 

changes in the conventional lathe machine. Which is likely 

to be disappear. We can use lathe machine by removing tail 

stock from it position and replacing it by using hexagonal 

attachment. Which is to useful in gun drilling, Furthermore, 

the cost of equipment is very less as compared to the CNC 

Machine. So, Now a days small scale industries which are 

using conventional lathe machine can use this attachment 

for gun drilling at low cost and without skilled workers. 
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